Susceptibility of a potential animal model for pathological anxiety to chronic mild stress.
When anxiety-related behaviour in animals appears to lack adaptive value, it might be defined as pathological. Adaptive behaviour can be assessed for example by changes in behavioural responses over time, i.e. habituation. Thus, non-adaptive anxiety would be reflected by a lack of habituation. Recently, we found that 129P3/J mice are characterised by non-adaptive avoidance behaviour after repeated test exposure. The present study was aimed at investigating the sensitivity of the behavioural profile of these animals to exposure to a chronic mild stress (CMS) paradigm followed by repeated exposure to the modified hole board test. If the behavioural profile of 129P3/J mice mirrors pathological anxiety, their behavioural habituation under repeated test exposure conditions should be affected by CMS treatment. The results confirm the profound lack of habituation with respect to anxiety-related behaviour in both control and CMS treated mice. Additionally, CMS treated animals revealed a lower exploratory behaviour, reduced locomotor activity and increased arousal-related behaviour over time when compared to control individuals, proving an extension of their impaired habituation behaviour. Although no effects of CMS treatment on plasma corticosterone levels were found, higher immediate early gene expression in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis and the ventrolateral periaqueductal grey in CMS treated mice indicated that 129P3/J mice are susceptible to the negative effects of CMS treatment at both the behavioural and the functional level. These results support the hypothesis that 129P3/J mice might be an interesting model for pathological anxiety.